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Lee’s Famous Recipe® Chicken Invites Spud-lovers to Enjoy a Free 
Side of Potatoes on National Mashed Potato Day, October 18 

 
SHALIMAR, Fla. (Oct. 14, 2022) – Lee's Famous Recipe Chicken, in partnership with 
Idahoan Foods, is offering famous fans a free side of potatoes on National Mashed Potato 
Day. To take advantage, customers need only spend $5 in-store on October 18, 2022, to 
enjoy a regular side of Lee’s southern-style mashed potatoes and gravy, a famous 
compliment to their fresh, never frozen chicken. 
 
“We take great pride in serving Idahoan® Potatoes at Lee’s and gifting our customers a 
free regular size portion of this favorite side item is our way of celebrating National 
Mashed Potato Day,” said Dan Sokolik, vice president of marketing for Lee’s Famous 
Recipe Chicken. “The only way to make our chicken better is to enjoy it with our mashed 
potatoes and gravy, and maybe a sweet tea, on one of our favorite national holidays.” 
 
The free side of mashed potatoes will only be offered with in-store purchases and is not 
available with online orders. To find out more, visit Lee's on Facebook, Instagram or 
TikTok and visit LeesFamousRecipe.com. 
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About Lee’s Famous Recipe® Chicken 
For more than 55 years, Lee’s Famous Recipe® Chicken, a casual dining franchise 
founded in Lima, Ohio, has specialized in fresh, never frozen chicken. Today, there are 
131 Lee's Famous Recipe Chicken locations in 12 U.S. states and in Canada that are all 
individually owned and operated. For additional information, please visit 
LeesFamousRecipe.com. 
  
About Idahoan® Foods, LLC 
For over 60 years, our passion has been to inspire culinary creativity with delicious, 
scratch-quality potatoes. We use only Certified 100% Idaho® Potatoes, world-renowned 
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for their exceptional flavor and texture. Our farmers take pride in being stewards of the 
land, employing sustainable practices to ensure quality from field to fork and the 
preservation of this special resource for generations to come. Our Fresh-Dried™ potatoes 
are then cooked using our proprietary method that honors the integrity of the potato. This 
innovative cooking method allows for a final dish that stands up to scratch-made potatoes, 
while saving operators precious time and labor to deliver consistency and convenience 
with each batch. Operators can trust Idahoan® as their pantry hero, empowering them to 
bring their culinary vision to life. Learn more at www.idahoanfoodservice.com.    
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